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Abstract— One of the challenges of transcutaneous high-1

intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) therapies, especially2

ones relying heavily on shock formation, such as boiling3

histotripsy (BH), is the loss of focusing from aberration4

induced by the heterogeneities of the body wall. Here,5

a methodology to execute aberration correction in vivo is6

proposed. A custom BH system consisting of a 1.5-MHz7

phased array of 256 elements connected to a Verasonics8

V1 system is used in pulse/echo mode on a porcine model9

under general anesthesia. Estimation of the time shifts10

needed to correct for aberration in the liver and kidney11

is done by maximizing the value of the coherence factor12

on the acquired backscattered signals. As this process13

requires multiple pulse/echo sequences on a moving target14

to converge to a solution, tracking is also implemented to15

ensure that the same target is used between each iteration.16

The method was validated by comparing the acoustic power17

needed to generate a boiling bubble at one target with18

aberration correction and at another target within a 5-mm19

radius without aberration correction. Results show that the20

aberration correction effectively lowers the acoustic power21

required to reach boiling by up to 45%, confirming that it22

indeed restored formation of the nonlinear shock front at23

the focus.24

Index Terms— Aberration correction, histotripsy.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

TRANSCUTANEOUS high-intensity focused ultrasound27

(HIFU) therapies allow for noninvasive thermal or28

mechanical ablation of multiple abdominal targets, including29

tumors in the liver, kidney, and pancreas [1], [2]. On the way30
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to the target, the HIFU beam typically propagates through 31

multiple layers of tissue of different thickness and with varying 32

sound speed. Due to the ensuing variation of relative time 33

shifts along the HIFU wavefront, i.e., aberration, the focal 34

waveform is distorted and decreased in amplitude, the focal 35

area is widened and spatially shifted, and the side lobes are 36

enhanced [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Perinephric and subcutaneous 37

fat has the lowest sound speed of all soft tissues, and as 38

a consequence, the precision, efficacy, and safety of HIFU 39

thermal treatment of targets, such as kidney [5] and breast [8], 40

are especially affected by aberration. For mechanical HIFU 41

ablation approaches relying heavily on shock formation at 42

the focus, such as boiling histotripsy (BH) [9] and shock- 43

scattering histotripsy [10], aberration is a major challenge 44

that can prevent the formation of shock fronts of sufficient 45

amplitude to generate the boiling bubble or bubble cloud 46

required for the treatment [11]. 47

The use of HIFU multielement arrays may allow for 48

compensation of aberrations by introducing appropriate time 49

delays at different array elements, and several approaches to 50

identify those delays have been proposed [12], [13], [14], 51

[15], [16], [17], [18]. In one method, the phases on HIFU 52

array elements are varied to maximize the acoustic radiation 53

force [12], [13], [14]; however, this method was impractical 54

to implement for arrays with a high number of elements, 55

as it requires the emission of a large number of pulses (4N 56

pulses for an array of N elements) for effective correction. 57

To the best of our knowledge, these methods were also never 58

applied in vivo. Alternatively, aberration correction using a 59

cavitation bubble nucleated in tissue at the focus as a reflective 60

target for time reversal was also demonstrated [15], [16], 61

[17]. However, those methods are destructive and also have 62

high-power requirements to the HIFU transducer to achieve 63

necessary in situ negative pressures to reliably generate the 64

cavitation bubble at the focus [19], [20]. 65

Recently, we have reported on an aberration correction 66

approach adapted from ultrasound imaging [21] that relies 67

on using the HIFU array in the pulse/echo mode with pulse 68

inversion to detect the second harmonic of signal backscattered 69

from the focus [18]. The algorithm used was a hybrid of two 70

aberration correction methods, namely, the nearest neighbor 71

correlation [22] and the beamsum correlation [23], where 72

the beamsum is obtained by summing the backscatter signal 73

received by each element of the array. The echo signals from 74
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diffuse scatterers received by the array elements were cross75

correlated between the nearest neighbors or with the beamsum,76

and the lags corresponding to the maximum correlation were77

used to estimate the time delays resulting from aberrations.78

These estimated delays were then subtracted from the array79

elements, and the correction process was repeated iteratively80

until a convergence of the delays estimate was reached.81

In the in vitro and ex vivo settings, this approach was found82

to reliably converge toward an estimation of the time delays83

required to restore the focus to almost non-aberrated level,84

hence with the shock necessary to BH treatment, with an85

average of eight iterations, and with a time of at least 300 ms86

between each iteration needed for computation. Thus, the87

approach was shown to be very promising in tissue phantoms88

and ex vivo, but not without challenges that could be foreseen89

for its application in vivo. First, similar to the case of tissue90

imaging, the algorithm relied on the harmonic backscatter from91

a group of diffuse random scatterers located within the focal92

area, and the method would refocus the beam toward the93

strongest scatterer, which was not necessarily located at the94

focus [22]. Therefore, the result of the correction contained95

a beam steering component. While the resulting HIFU focus96

shift was typically quite small (under 1 mm transversely and97

3 mm axially) and could be neglected in most cases, this98

translated into larger interelement time delays and phase wraps99

during the correction, complicating the process. Second, the100

algorithm required acquiring backscatter signals from the same101

group of scatterers at each iteration to converge, so as to102

keep the steering component of the correction constant. This103

appeared problematic for in vivo implementation in the pres-104

ence of respiratory and cardiac tissue motion. Interestingly,105

in the context of ultrasound imaging, those challenges had led106

to abandoning aberration correction approaches altogether in107

favor of tissue harmonic imaging (THI) that worked faster and108

was easier to implement while providing acceptable improve-109

ment in image quality [24].110

The objective of this work was to address the aforemen-111

tioned challenges in the context of HIFU treatment and demon-112

strate the feasibility of this aberration correction algorithm113

in vivo. First, a method to find an estimate of the HIFU114

beam steering component and remove it during the aberration115

correction was developed. Second, a target tracking method116

was implemented to gate the aberration correction pulses so117

as to acquire echoes from the same set of scatterers in the118

presence of cyclic movement in vivo. Finally, the performance119

of the method was tested in vivo by transcutaneously targeting120

porcine liver and kidney with a 256-element HIFU array. The121

correction quality was evaluated by comparing the transducer122

acoustic power required to generate a boiling bubble at the123

HIFU focus by a 10-ms pulse with and without aberration124

correction.125

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS126

A. HIFU Apparatus127

The HIFU transducer used in this study has been128

described in detail in previous publications from our129

group [25], [26]. Briefly, it was a 1.5-MHz, 256-element spiral130

array made of composite piezoelectric material (Imasonic,131

Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of the 256-element HIFU array with its inline
imaging probe. (b) Layout of the array elements with one of the 16 spiral
arms shown in blue.

Voray-sur-l’Ognon, France) and is shown in Fig. 1. The outer 132

diameter of the array was 144 mm, its nominal focal distance 133

was 120 mm, and a coaxial ultrasound imaging probe (3PE, 134

Humanscan, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea) was inserted in the 135

central opening of 40-mm diameter. The circular elements had 136

a 7-mm diameter and were arranged in 16 spiral branches, each 137

containing 16 elements as shown in Fig. 1(b). This HIFU array 138

could deliver high amplitude shock fronts at the focus, up to 139

100 MPa in water. 140

The electrically matched HIFU array was connected to a 141

modified four-board V1 Verasonics (V-1 Ultrasound Acqui- 142

sition Platform, Verasonics Inc., Kirkland, WA, USA) with 143

HIFU option consisting of the addition of an external 1200-W 144

dc power supply (QPX600DP, Aim-TTI, Huntingdon, U.K.). 145

The modification consisted of seven electrolytic capacitors 146

identical to the internal dc supply capacitor of the system 147

(B41560A9159M000, EPCOS, Munich, Germany) connected 148

in parallel with the external dc power supply, allowing for the 149

sustained delivery of 3.7-kW electric power for a duration of 150

up to 10 ms with a maximum duty cycle of 2%. 151

The ultrasound phased array imaging probe was connected 152

to a separate two-board V1 Verasonics system and operated in 153

standard B-mode at 4.5 MHz, 128 scan lines at 30 frames/s. 154

The position of the HIFU focus was pre-registered with the 155

system and displayed on the image as a red cross for targeting. 156

The imaging probe was only used for targeting and had no role 157

in the aberration correction algorithm. 158

B. Signal Acquisition 159

The signals needed to perform aberration correction were 160

acquired by sending pulse/echo sequences with the HIFU 161

array. A single period of a square electrical input was sent 162

to the array with a central frequency of 1.5 MHz and acoustic 163

power equivalent to a continuous-wave excitation between 164

68 and 1042 W, depending on the target depth and associ- 165

ated attenuation and aberration of the HIFU beam. At those 166

acoustic power levels, the in situ waveform was nonlinearly 167

distorted, facilitating the use of backscattered harmonics to 168

reduce the size of the focal region and, thus, improve the 169

precision and quality of aberration correction, as previously 170

demonstrated [18]. Specifically, the second harmonic was 171

chosen as the signal of interest, and as such, at 68-W acoustic 172
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power, the peak positive pressure at the focus was 12 MPa,173

the length of the focal region at −6-dB level was 4.6 mm,174

and its width at the same level was 0.6 mm in free field in175

water [18].176

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the second harmonic177

of the backscattered signal, a pulse-inversion scheme [27] was178

used similar to our prior work [18]. Two imaging pulses with179

the same driving voltage, but opposite polarity (the second180

pulse was an inverted copy of the first one), were sent and181

received. The two signals were then directly summed in the182

buffer of the Verasonics system, resulting in its first and third183

harmonics canceling out, and its second harmonic doubling184

in value. The acquired signals were sampled at 45 MHz and185

filtered using a digital Gaussian filter with a center frequency186

of 3 MHz and a bandwidth of 1.25 MHz at −6-dB level. Only187

the signals arriving from the limited depth range of ±9 mm188

from the geometric focus of the array were acquired. Finally,189

the signal was interpolated using a cubic spline interpolation190

with a factor 16 that was then used in the aberration correction191

procedure; these data will be referred to as “received backscat-192

tered signals si (t)” or “RF signals” throughout the manuscript.193

When a pulse/echo sequence was sent through an aberration194

medium—such as a body wall—into the scattering target195

tissue, the received backscattered signals on each element of196

the array had varying delays between them, as visualized in197

Fig. 2. To quantitatively estimate the level of aberration of the198

received signal, we evaluated the coherence factor [28] around199

the focus of the transducer200

CF(t) =
(∑

i si (t)
)2

N
∑

i s2
i (t)

(1)201

where CF(t) is the coherence factor, si(t) is the received202

backscatter signal of the element number i of the HIFU array,203

N = 256 is the number of elements of the array, and t is204

the time. The coherence factor gave a dimensionless measure205

of the aberration impact on focusing, and its value was206

independent of the amplitudes of the RF signals, thus making207

it reliable as a measure of aberration. The region of interest208

(ROI) [T0, T1] to be used in the aberration correction algorithm209

was centered around the maximum of coherence factor (CF),210

with length similar to the length of the imaging pulse sent, here211

2 μs. An example of the CF in the case of propagation through212

an inhomogeneous medium is shown in Fig. 2. The maximum213

possible value of the CF is defined by the van Cittert–Zernike214

theorem [29], which defines the maximum correlation possible215

between two elements of the array. Here, the HIFU array216

being spherically focused, a signal originating from the HIFU217

focus and without aberration would arrive synchronously at all218

elements of the array. This translates to the maximum value219

of the coherence factor being equal to 1.220

C. Aberration Correction Method221

Aberration correction implies estimation of the time shift222

error on each element of the HIFU array to compensate for223

it. We previously adapted an aberration correction algorithm224

originally developed for ultrasound imaging to the same trans-225

ducer array and tested it in vitro [18]. In this algorithm, the 3-D226

Fig. 2. RF signals si(t) of the array elements (vertical colored lines in the
left diagram) and their corresponding coherence factor CF(t) (right plot)
acquired from porcine liver in vivo. The area between the black dashed-
dotted lines corresponds to the ROI for the aberration correction, and
the magenta dashed line corresponds to the arrival time of the signals
backscattered from the geometric focus of the HIFU array.

transducer array elements were unwrapped into a 1-D path to 227

be able to use nearest neighbor cross correlation. However, the 228

lower quality of the RF signals from in vivo conditions resulted 229

in poor cross correlation on certain parts of the unwrapped 230

path, sometimes leading to low correction quality and phase 231

wraps. Therefore, a more reliable algorithm that accounted for 232

the 2-D spatial distribution of the elements was implemented 233

here. 234

As such, the algorithm for aberration correction used here 235

has been adapted to the HIFU array from an algorithm 236

developed for 2-D ultrasound imaging array by Liu and 237

Waag [30]. Since this aberration correction algorithm relies on 238

cross correlation of the backscatter signals from neighboring 239

elements, it refocuses toward the strongest scatterers [22], 240

which translates into maximizing the beamsum [23]. 241

As the aberration correction algorithm naturally refocused 242

and, thus, steered, toward the strongest scatterer, before com- 243

pensating for aberrations, we estimated those steering delays 244

and removed them from the RF signals to be used in the 245

aberration correction algorithm. This would bring two benefits: 246

the interelement delays would be lower, reducing greatly the 247

risk of phase wraps during the interelement cross correlations, 248

and also, those estimated steering delays would be removed 249

from the final aberration correction delays, minimizing the 250

impact that aberration correction has on the targeting accu- 251

racy [18]. To estimate the (x, y, z) steering component of the 252

scatterer, which was contained within the focal region of the 253

second harmonic, we used an approximation that there were no 254

aberrations; i.e., the scatterers were in a homogeneous medium 255

with a known speed of sound c0. We could then, based on the 256

delay-and-sum procedure, determine (x, y, z) by solving the 257

following optimization problem: 258

min
x,y,z

�(x, y, z) = −
∫ T1

T0

(∑
i

si
(
t − τ s

i (x, y, z)
))2

dt 259

with τ s
i (x, y, z)= T0+T1

2
−

√
(xi −x)2 + (yi −y)2 + (zi −z)2

c0
260

s.t. |x | ≤ xm, |y| ≤ ym, |z| ≤ zm (2) 261

where the parameters to be optimized (x, y, z) correspond 262

to the steered position of the HIFU array focus relative to 263

the center of curvature of the transducer [i.e., the array’s 264
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geometric focus position of the array in water without aberra-265

tions (0, 0, 0)], the values of τ s are the delays resulting from266

the steered focus position, the values of (xi , yi , zi ) are the267

coordinates of the center of the i th element of the HIFU268

array relative to the center of curvature of the transducer,269

c0 is the sound speed in water chosen here as 1500 m/s,270

and T0 and T1 are the arrival times corresponding to the271

start and end of the ROI, respectively. The objective function272

�(x, y, z) corresponds to the integral over the ROI of the273

squared beamsum of the RF data accounting for the steering274

delays introduced. As presented earlier, the ROI was chosen275

as centered on the area of RF signals presenting the highest276

value of coherence factor close to the geometric focus position,277

and its size was set as approximately the length of the pulse278

sent, which is here about 2 μs, as shown in Fig. 2. The279

optimization was also constrained to a space defined here by280

xm = ym = 1.2 mm and zm = 9 mm, which corresponds to281

twice the size of the unaberrated focal volume at the second282

harmonic of the HIFU transducer.283

As there were only three parameters to be optimized—284

the estimated steering component coordinates (x, y, z)—this285

optimization problem could be solved quickly using various286

methods. Here, the objective function � was derivable with287

its gradient being288

∂�

∂x
= − 2

c0

∫ T1

T0

(∑
i

xi − x

Ai

∂si

∂ t
(t)

)(∑
i

si
(
t − τ s

i

))
dt289

∂�

∂y
= − 2

c0

∫ T1

T0

(∑
i

yi − y

Ai

∂si

∂ t
(t)

)(∑
i

si
(
t − τ s

i

))
dt290

∂�

∂z
= − 2

c0

∫ T1

T0

(∑
i

zi − z

Ai

∂si

∂ t
(t)

) (∑
i

si
(
t − τ s

i

))
dt (3)291

where Ai is the distance between the i element292

of the array and the steered focus, i.e., Ai =293

((xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2 + (zi − z)2)1/2, and the value of294

∂si /∂ t was determined numerically using the derivative of the295

cubic spline interpolation. Thus, a gradient-based optimization296

algorithm, sequential least square programming (SLSQP) [31],297

[32] from the NLOpt [33] nonlinear optimization library,298

was run to find the resulting steering component estimation299

(x, y, z). For the first pulse/echo iteration, the initial guess of300

the parameters to be optimized was set as x = y = z = 0.301

As the same ROI—and thus the same group of scatterers—is302

targeted at each iteration, the steering position value would303

vary by less than 5% relative to the previous iteration.304

Therefore, in subsequent iterations, the value of (x, y, z) of305

the previous iteration was used as the initial guess for the306

optimization problem for faster convergence.307

Once the optimal parameters (x, y, z) were found, the308

delays τ s corresponding to the steering component estima-309

tion were removed from the RF signals that the aberration310

correction algorithm used. The next step of the algorithm was311

cross correlating of the RF signal of each element with the312

RF signals from their nearest neighbor elements. Due to the313

spiral arrangement of the HIFU array, selecting neighboring314

elements was not as straightforward as in the case of a 2-D grid315

array originally presented in [30]. Therefore, we chose a radius316

Fig. 3. Illustration of the calculation of the interelement delay dij for the
spiral array. The RF signals on elements 21 and 22 within the ROI are
plotted in blue and red, respectively. Their cross-correlation function is
plotted in black, with the vertical dashed line corresponding to the value
of delay d21,22 at the peak of the function.

value rc as the maximum distance between two center points of 317

elements for them to be considered neighbors. The value of rc 318

should be as low as possible to have the best signal correlation 319

between the elements, while also including elements in all 320

directions—specifically here, it should include at least one 321

element from the closest spiral branches as well as elements 322

from its own spiral branch. As such, the value was set to rc = 323

8 mm, resulting in most elements having four neighbors— 324

with two neighbors belonging to other spiral branches—and 325

the border elements having at least two neighbors. This led to 326

a total of 448 unique pairs of elements where RF signals were 327

to be cross correlated using the normalized cross-correlation 328

function shown in the following equation: 329

ci j(t) =
∫ T1

T0
si (τ )s j(t + τ ) dτ√∫ T1

T0
|si (τ )|2 dτ

∫ T1

T0

∣∣s j (τ ′)
∣∣2

dτ ′
(4) 330

where i and j are the element numbers to be cross correlated. 331

The maximum lag time of the cross-correlation function was 332

chosen as ±100 ns to avoid phase wraps. The relative delays 333

di j between backscattered signals on two elements i and j 334

backscattered signals were found as the lag at the peak value 335

of the cross correlation ĉi j , as illustrated in Fig. 3. To avoid 336

errors from poorly correlated signals, the value of di j was set 337

to 0 for cases where ĉi j was less than 0.7. 338

Once all the values of di j were found, the estimate of the 339

correction time delays τ c to be applied to each element to 340

compensate for aberration could be calculated as di j = τ c
i −τ c

j 341

by definition. However, the problem was overdetermined as we 342

had 448 values for di j and only 256 values possible for τ c. 343

As such, the following least-mean-square cost function was 344

solved instead to find the best fit: 345∑
i, j

(
τ c

i − τ c
j − di j

)2 ∀{i, j} forming a pair (5) 346

where the value of the delay of element 1, τ c
1 , was set to 0 as to 347

serve as a reference point. This problem can be easily solved 348

using the ordinary least squares method, as in the original 349

article [30]. Setting the value of τ c
1 arbitrarily did not impact 350

the correction, as it was the relative time delays between the 351

elements, imposed by difference in acoustic propagation path 352
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that impacted the focal waveform. As the Verasonics system353

required positive time delays input, the following operation354

was performed to impose τ c
k ≥ 0,∀k ∈ [1, 256]:355

τ c = τ c − min(τ c). (6)356

The sum of both the steering and aberration correction357

delays was then implemented on the HIFU array elements for358

the next pulse/echo iteration, and this process was repeated359

until the maximum of the coherence factor reached a plateau—360

the relevant criterion was a change of less than 2% from the361

previous iteration. Once the correction converged, the delays362

τ c corresponding to the aberration correction were saved to be363

implemented for the HIFU treatment.364

D. Tracking Method365

One of the main challenges of applying this aberration366

correction method in vivo was the need to acquire signals367

from the same set of scatterers at each pulse/echo iteration368

in the presence of tissue motion. Since the dominating tissue369

motions—respiratory and cardiac—are quasi-cyclic, it is pos-370

sible to gate the aberration correction pulses at the same point371

of every cycle, and this requires a way to track the RF signals372

pattern within the ROI.373

Therefore, a tracking pulse/echo sequence was introduced374

immediately preceding each aberration correction pulse/echo375

sequence at every iteration of the aberration correction process.376

The tracking pulses of the same amplitude as for the aberration377

correction were emitted by the HIFU transducer elements378

simultaneously at the fundamental frequency of 1.5 MHz379

without any time delays, and the backscattered echoes were380

acquired from the same region as that used in the aberration381

correction sequence, i.e., ±9 mm axially around the geometric382

focus, with no filtering, as opposed to the previously described383

aberration correction procedure, where a pair of mutually384

inverted pulses is used with appropriate filtering of nonlinear385

harmonics by the pulse inversion algorithm. As presented in386

Fig. 4, following each tracking pulse, the aberration correction387

imaging pulses were emitted with a time delay of tp = 220 μs388

to make sure that the pulses will not interfere with each389

other, and the whole ensemble of pulses was repeated at a390

pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of facq = 100 Hz for a391

total time Tacq = 4 s, with all the backscattered echoes from392

all ensembles saved for processing. The repetition period of393

0.01 s corresponding to this PRF was short enough, so that394

the movement of the body from pulse to pulse was negligible.395

The value of Tacq was chosen as slightly longer than the396

longest period of cyclic motion—the respiratory motion, which397

is 3–4 s in our case.398

The acquired backscattered echoes from the tracking pulse399

were used as a reference to find the same scatterers at400

each iteration of the aberration correction process. As cross401

correlation between the tracking echoes from each of the402

256 elements would be computationally costly and slow, the403

beamsum was used instead:404

BT
n (t) =

N∑
i=1

Si (t) (7)405

Fig. 4. Acquisition sequence of the tracking ( ) and aberration
correction with pulse inversion ( ) pulses.

Fig. 5. Top: tracking pulse/echo beamsums BT
n(t) of each ensemble

during one acquisition. Bottom: score CT
n calculated for each ensemble.

The ensemble with the highest score—which tracking beamsum will
serve as a reference for future iterations—is highlighted with a vertical
dashed line.

where Si (t) is the unfiltered RF signal of the i th element. For 406

the first aberration correction iteration, a reference tracking 407

signal was set as follows. We chose the set of scatterers that 408

moved the least during the cyclic motion; this was done by 409

cross correlating the tracking beamsum signal within a small 410

lag window of ±120 ns with beamsums of a number of its 411

preceding and following signals using the following cross 412

correlation function: 413

cB
nm(t) =

∫
BT

n (τ )BT
m (t + τ ) dτ√∫ ∣∣BT

n (τ )
∣∣2

dτ
∫ ∣∣BT

m (τ ′)
∣∣2

dτ ′
. (8) 414

The maxima of all resulting cross correlation functions were 415

then summed to form a score CT
n 416

CT
n =

Np∑
k=−Np

max
|t|≤120 ns

(
cB

n,n+k

); k �= 0 (9) 417

where n is the ensemble number, and Np is the number 418

of ensembles to consider for the scoring. Here, we chose 419

Np = 10, resulting in CT
n reaching a maximum for the group 420

of scatterers that move the least during a 200-ms window, and 421

thus, its RF signals at that maximum were used for the first 422

iteration of the aberration correction algorithm, and its tracking 423

pulse/echo beamsum was saved as a reference BT
ref(t) for the 424

following iterations. This process is illustrated in Fig. 5. 425

For the remaining of the aberration correction iterations, the 426

tracking pulse/echo beamsums of each ensemble were cross 427
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Fig. 6. Photograph of the experimental setup used for the in vivo
aberration correction.

correlated only with the reference beamsum BT
ref(t) in (8),428

i.e., cB
n,ref(t). The RF signals from the ensemble that yielded429

the maximum of cross correlation within a ±120-ns window430

for t were used in the aberration correction algorithm for that431

iteration. If the maximum of the cross correlation ĉB
n,ref was432

less that 0.9, a new acquisition was made, and if ĉB
n,ref was433

less than 0.9 again, the tracking was considered lost, and the434

aberration correction process was canceled.435

E. Experimental Procedures436

Aberration correction in vivo was performed when tran-437

scutaneously targeting the liver and kidneys of four female438

domestic swine weighting 43–47.3 kg. All procedures for439

the animal experiments followed the protocols approved by440

the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the441

University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA. Before the442

experiment, the animal was pre-medicated with Telazol, then443

masked with isoflurane, and intubated. Importantly, throughout444

the experiment, the pigs were free-breathing, not ventilated.445

When targeting the liver, the pigs were placed on the surgical446

table in supine position, and when targeting of the kidney—447

in lateral position. The skin over the targeted organs was448

shaved, depilated, and cleaned. A thin plastic membrane449

supported by a solid plastic frame was filled with degassed450

water and coupled to the animal skin with ultrasound gel.451

The water was degassed below 10% oxygen saturation using452

a degassing and filtering system built in-house, and the gel453

was degassed via centrifugation. The HIFU transducer array454

and its inline ultrasound imaging were mounted on a robotic455

arm (UR3e, Universal Robots, Odense, Denmark) using a456

custom 3-D-printed holder. A photograph of the setup of the457

experiment during the aberration correction is shown in Fig. 6.458

In this study, both the liver and the kidney were tar-459

geted subcostally, i.e., in the areas that were unobstructed460

by the ribs. The thickness of the body wall ranged within461

18–29 mm, and the depth of the targeted region ranged462

within 10–50 mm in the liver and around 10 mm in the463

kidney cortex. An example of the inline ultrasound image464

of the targeted area of the liver is shown in Fig. 7.465

Fig. 7. B-mode ultrasound imaging of the body wall and liver with the
inline ultrasound probe of the HIFU transducer. The red cross represents
the HIFU geometric focus position.

Throughout the duration of the experiment, the respiration 466

rate ranged within 17–28 breaths/min, and the heartbeat within 467

90–190 beats/min. Therefore, the longest period of tissue 468

motion was about 3.5 s, which was shorter than the tracking 469

acquisition time Tacq = 4 s. 470

The aberration correction process is illustrated with a dia- 471

gram in Fig. 8. First, the RF signals were selected within Tacq 472

using the tracking algorithm as described in Section II-D, also 473

yielding a tracking reference beamsum BT
ref for the following 474

iterations of correction. The ROI for the aberration correction 475

(the values of T0 and T1) was then selected, centered around 476

the scatterers with the highest CF. The aberration correction 477

process described in Section II-C was then launched and 478

ran iteratively until the convergence criterion was reached— 479

difference of maximum of CF being lower than 2% between 480

two iterations. The aberration correction algorithm and the 481

tracking were implemented in MATLAB. 482

Overall, five areas in the liver and three areas in the kidney 483

were targeted in this study, with at least 20 mm transversely 484

between the areas located in the same organ, to ensure different 485

levels of aberration. Once a target point was identified on 486

inline ultrasound imaging, the aberration correction procedure 487

described earlier was implemented, and the time delays τ c
488

for aberration correction were determined and applied to all 489

elements of the HIFU array. The quality of correction was 490

evaluated by measuring the HIFU transducer driving voltage 491

sufficient for generating a boiling bubble at the focus with 492

a 10-ms-long pulse, i.e., the threshold of initiation of BH. 493

As this HIFU array was fully characterized previously [25], 494

the voltage threshold was converted to acoustic power when 495

reporting the results. This threshold was then compared with 496

the one without any aberration correction time delays imple- 497

mented. The rationale for this metric of success is based on the 498
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Fig. 8. Flow diagram of the full aberration correction process during the
experiments.

boiling threshold being directly linked to the shock amplitude499

at the focus [34], which the correction procedure was meant500

to restore [18]. Thus, the boiling threshold was expected to be501

lower with correction than without it.502

In the evaluation procedure, the 10-ms BH pulse was emit-503

ted at gradually (in steps of 1 V) increasing HIFU transducer504

driving voltage starting from 16 V, which corresponded to the505

minimum voltage needed to generate a boiling bubble with506

this HIFU transducer in ex vivo porcine liver without any507

aberration. The time between BH pulses was at least 5 s to508

avoid heat accumulation at the focus. The BH pulses were509

gated by ultrasound imaging-based tracking of the respiration510

cycle described in detail in our previous publication [35] to511

ensure that the targeted region was the same as the one used512

for aberration correction. Initiation of boiling at the focus was513

confirmed by visually observing a hyperechoic region of at514

least 1-mm diameter appearing at the focus [36]. Specifically,515

one B-mode image was acquired 5 ms before the BH pulse and516

four B-mode images starting 10 ms after the end of the BH517

pulse at a framerate of 40 Hz. Those images were then viewed518

in a different window to facilitate and simplify the detection of519

the transient hyperechoic region corresponding to the boiling520

bubble. An example of two of such images is shown in Fig. 9.521

Once the BH threshold with aberration correction was522

found, the transducer was moved by 5 mm in the lateral523

direction using the robotic arm. This was done to avoid524

targeting an area that was affected by the previous BH pulses,525

thus potentially containing bubble nuclei, while keeping the526

same level of aberration. The aberration correction delays were527

then removed from the HIFU array elements, and the BH528

threshold was found using the same procedure.529

III. RESULTS530

The procedure of aberration correction took between 40 and531

80 s and four to nine iterations. The first iteration was always532

the longest due to the additional time needed to identify the533

reference beamsum signal for tracking—about 1 s. In the534

Fig. 9. B-mode imaging around the focus of the HIFU array, where (a) is
the image 5 ms before the BH pulse and (b) is the image 10 ms after the
pulse. The hyperechoic spot corresponds to a boiling bubble. The red
cross represents the HIFU geometric focus position.

following iterations, the time spent on tracking procedures was 535

on the order of 100 ms. Similarly, the time spent on estimat- 536

ing the steering component within the aberration correction 537

process was longer in the first iteration than in the following 538

ones, as the initial value for steered coordinates was set to 539

(0, 0, 0). It was highly variable, depending on the size of the 540

window [T0, T1] and the identified steering value, and ranged 541

within 0.1–1 s. As for the following iterations, because the 542

initial guess of the position was set to the previously found 543

value, and that this position was almost constant due to the 544

tracking, the optimization convergence was quick and took 545

less than 100 ms. The remainder of the aberration correction 546

algorithm took between 200 and 400 ms, depending only on 547

the size of the window [T0, T1]. 548

The results of the evaluation of aberration correction quality 549

are presented in Table I, and an example of the output of aber- 550

ration correction iterations is shown in Fig. 10. As seen, the 551

effect of the aberration correction on BH initiation threshold 552

was more noticeable for liver than for kidney and corresponded 553

to 15%–45% decrease in acoustic power. In the case of 554

kidneys, the difference in acoustic power between corrected 555

and uncorrected cases was not as large, within 8% and 21%. 556

This is consistent with prior observations that the level of 557

aberration in porcine body wall overlaying the kidney is much 558

lower than that overlying the liver due to the distribution of the 559

fat layers primarily on the abdomen and not on the sides [11]. 560

This was also reflected in the number of aberration correction 561

iterations needed to converge, on average 5, which is lower 562

than in the liver. 563

Another observation was that the acoustic power required 564

to reach boiling after aberration correction was consistent 565

for different locations in the liver and the kidney, at around 566

900 and 660 W, respectively, whereas without correction, 567

it varied more widely. Therefore, an estimation of the the- 568

oretical acoustic power required to reach boiling where only 569

the attenuation is accounted for was calculated and added to 570

Table I using the following derating formula [37]: 571

Ath = A0e2(αbwhbw+αt (ht −h0)) (10) 572

where Ath is the theoretical acoustic power required to reach 573

boiling only accounting for attenuation, A0 is the acoustic 574

power to reach boiling in both ex vivo porcine liver and kidney 575
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TABLE I
ABERRATION CORRECTION RESULTS

Fig. 10. Example of the evolution of the time delays τc (left), RF signals
(center), and coherence factor (right) during the iterative aberration
correction process in the liver. The iteration number appears on the top-
left corner of each step. The area between the black dashed-dotted lines
corresponds to the ROI used in the aberration correction algorithm.

tissue at the depth h0, αbw = 1.7 dB/cm is the attenuation of576

the body wall [11], αt is the attenuation of the targeted tissue—577

here, we only use liver attenuation αt = 0.49 dB/cm [38] as578

only the liver was targeted at depth other that h0, and hbw and579

ht are the thickness of the body wall and the depth of the HIFU580

focus location within the targeted tissue, respectively. Previous581

ex vivo experiments indicated that the acoustic power required582

to reach boiling in liver and kidney cortex was A0 = 288 W583

at the depth of h0 = 10 mm [25]. The values of the threshold584

with correction are close to their estimated theoretical values585

only accounting for attenuation, meaning that the aberration 586

correction effectively restored the shock close to non-aberrated 587

level. 588

The estimated steering component is also given in Table I 589

as an illustration of the extent of the focus displacement 590

if this component was not removed. Its value in the trans- 591

verse plane (xy) was small and variable, with an average of 592

0.6 ± 0.26 mm. Its value in the propagation axis (z), however, 593

was mostly dependent on the selection of the window [T0, T1] 594

during the correction and had an average of −0.95±0.42 mm. 595

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 596

In this article, a method for aberration correction aimed 597

toward in vivo transcutaneous HIFU treatment was proposed 598

and tested in a porcine model. Using a multielement HIFU 599

array in tissue harmonic pulse/echo mode on the liver and 600

kidney in an extracorporeal setup, time delays required to 601

compensate for aberration were found. These delays were 602

then applied to the HIFU array elements, and the quality 603

of the correction was evaluated by looking at the acoustic 604

power required to reach boiling at the focus within a 10-ms 605

pulse typical for BH. The acoustic power was reduced by at 606

least 45%—as, in some cases, boiling would not be possible 607

without correction due to the electrical power limitation of 608

the system—compared with the equivalent case without cor- 609

rection, confirming the feasibility and utility of the aberration 610

correction procedure. 611

An algorithm for retrieving the time shifts due to aberration 612

error on each element of the HIFU array was adapted from a 613

method previously developed for ultrasound B-mode imaging 614

with 2-D arrays. As this algorithm requires multiple iterations 615

of pulse/echo acquisitions of the exact same group of scat- 616

terers, and the body is under constant cyclic motion caused 617

mainly by the heartbeat and breathing, a scatterer tracking 618

scheme was introduced. While fairly simple, it proved to be 619

fast and efficient, as no tracking issues were encountered with 620

the exception of cases where the targeted region was moved 621

unexpectedly by motions other than cyclic. A failure of the 622

tracking meant that the scatterers pattern at the focus had 623

changed, which would result in either failure of the aberration 624

correction or an increased number of iterations required to 625

reach convergence. Its main drawback was that it made the 626

overall correction rather long due to the recording time it 627

required—4 s here, chosen as slightly longer than the slowest 628

cyclic motion of the body. While it would seem attractive 629

to implement more complex tracking methods, combined, for 630

example, with active motion compensation with a robotic arm, 631

another issue would arise: the aberrating layer—the body wall 632

in this case—would then be in constant movement relative 633

to the HIFU array; thus at each pulse/echo iteration, the 634

aberration pattern would vary, leading to failed convergence. 635

Introducing breath hold would accelerate the process but will 636

not remove the need for tracking, as the heartbeat motion is 637

non negligible, especially in highly perfused organs, such as 638

the liver and the kidney. In that case, considering a minimum 639

heartbeat rate of 60 beats/min, the value of tacq could be set 640

to 1 s, thus almost dividing the entire correction process time 641

by 4. 642
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A method for estimating and removing the spatial beam643

steering component of the correction was also proposed and644

tested. It served multiple purposes. First, as this component645

could be large due to the topology of the targeted tissue and646

the spreading of the focus caused by the aberrations, removing647

it improves the accuracy of the treatment. However, the method648

only provides an estimation of that component, and there-649

fore, the final aberration correction time delays still contain650

a steering component, albeit greatly reduced. Theoretically,651

this could also have been done only once, after the entire652

aberration correction procedure has taken place, by simply653

finding the steering position that would minimize the sum of654

all the correction delays. The main advantage of assessing655

this component at each iteration was the minimization of the656

interelement delays, thus avoiding any error and phase wraps657

caused by cross correlation. In the results presented, the658

maximum time delays introduced by steering ranged between659

30 and 110 ns, more that the cross correlation lag of 100 ns.660

It is important to note here that this estimate does not include661

the spatial shift of the focus caused by the aberrative layer662

itself, as that shift does not result in time delays between the663

array elements.664

The overall time to get the aberration compensating time665

shifts at one focus position was long—about 1 min. It was666

observed previously [18] that the coherence factor increased667

dramatically within the first iterations (usually 2 or 3), while668

then progressing toward a plateau rather slowly. Depending on669

the needs of the treatment, and the impact those last iterations670

have on the refocusing of the array, using a lower requirement671

of the CF increase (2% here) or even a fixed number of672

iterations could greatly reduce the procedure time. The other673

limitation of this study was that the aberration correction was674

performed for only one HIFU focus location—the geometrical675

focus of the array, whereas the required correction may be676

different at the locations corresponding to the electronic focus677

steering limits used during treatment. This aspect is outside678

the scope of this work.679

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that the proposed680

aberration correction method is practical and applicable in vivo681

and could be used to improve the precision and safety of682

in vivo transcutaneous HIFU treatments. While, here, it was683

applied in the context of BH, it could be used for any684

type of HIFU treatment that uses multielement arrays with685

transmit–receive capabilities.686
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